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World Committee – wishes
Looking Back, Looking Ahead
Let the end of the year be a time of reflection for what we have done. Take a
moment to look back, remember, learn and to prepare the new year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Where did we succeed?
What did we enjoy most?
Where did we fail?
What regrets do we have?
What lessons did we learn?
What will we do differently?
What is the status of our goals?
What do we need to do more of?
What do we need to stop doing?
What are our new goals for the New Year?

We may not be fully satisfied… that is a good start: transformation begins with
reflection… A New Year stands before us and we will try to do better, but as said Neil
Gaiman:

News from the World
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

World Committee - wishes
Khaleque Abdul Mohammad
HAITI- What’s on?
ISGF World Conference 2017
ISGF visit to United Arab Emirates
ISGF - WH WAGGGS Conference

News from the Regions

“I hope that in this year to come, you make mistakes. Because if you are making
mistakes, then you are making new things, trying new things, learning, living, pushing
yourself, changing yourself, changing your world. You're doing things you've never
done before, and more importantly, you're doing something”
The ISGF World Committee and the World Bureau extend to you their best wishes for
the New Year. May 2017 bring you, Health, Happiness and Success.

Africa - Arab - Europe
Hemisphere - AsPac

The ISGF World Bureau will be closed from 26th December 2016 to 06th January 2017.

-

Western
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News from the world
KHALEQUE ABDUL MOHAMMED WENT HOME
The death of Khaleque Mohammad Abdul (Bangladesh), ISGF World Committee (WCom) member, last
September left the ISGF and the WCom shaken. This tragedy was completely unexpected. People who knew
him can take some comfort in the fact that he left his marks on Scouting and Guiding. Till the end he
endeavoured to keep alive the spirit of the Promise and Law and to bring that Spirit into the community. He
was not a person who was interested in the honours, or marks of distinction. He knew how much important
it was to ‘ask the boys’ and to be active on the ground in order to make a difference. (Tribute to Khaleque
available on the ISGF website)
Khaleque was the ISGF WCom liaison member with the ISGF AsPac Region, but due to the current state of
progress of the Triennium, the ISGF WCom decided not to co-opt a member but rather to elect five (5)
members, instead of four (4), to the WCOM 2017-2020 at the next World Conference, in Indonesia. Four members will be elected for a
three year-term (2017-2020), renewable once (2020-2023). A fifth member will be elected to serve as WCom member for the remaining
period of Khaleque’ s mandate, namely only for the next three (3) years (2017-2020) without the possibility of running for another mandate,
thus ensuring the necessary rotation of the ISGF WCom.
Until further notice, Mida Rodrigues, Chairman of the ISGF WCom, takes over Khaleque’ s duties and responsibilities.

HAITI PROJECT – WHAT’S UP?
The presentation of the project “Haiti 2016” is available on the
website. ISGF received many donations from ISGF members and
we offer our deepest thanks for your generosity. So far, the funds
raised have reached 12,089 Euros. The Haiti pins are still
available for sale (3 €).
Last but not least, collectors will have the opportunity to acquire
a Haiti badge, stock limited (only 100 pieces). These funds will be
sent to Haiti as well. So do not hesitate to order your badge! First
come, firstserved!! Please contact the ISGF World Bureau

Limited edition

HAITI BADGE
Embroidered badge Ø 7 cm : 5 Euros
Embroidered badge Ø 5 cm : 4 Euros

While stocks last !!!!!

Where have we got to so far?
ISGF transferred funds as follows:
The Orphanage ‘Enfant Haïtien Mon Frère’ received US$ 5,000 (€4,622) to start the building of its fence. The ISGF’s aim is to cover the
total expenditure of the construction, namely €8,500.
The School ‘Carmen René Durocher’ received US$ 7,000 (€6823.22) to buy the required furniture. Objective of the ISGF almost met
since it is €7955.
For the time being, no funds have been transferred to the Girl Guide Association of Haiti because the project was to be carried out in
partnership with several sponsors in addition to ISGF. As you may understand, this project cannot be implemented with the sole support of
ISGF. Therefore the project will be considered as pending by ISGF untill other sponsors get involved as expected.
Next year, Mida Rodrigues will go to Haiti to meet with stakeholders and to assess the implementation of the projects (tentative dates: 20-24
April 2017). Any ISGF members willing to go to Haiti with her at their own costs are most welcome. (No expenses will be covered by ISGF).
It could be a good opportunity to bring them collected items such as toys, pens/pencils, materials for handicrafts.... Unfortunately, we still wait
for information from Haiti to be able to confirm you the logistical aspects of the trip. However, if you are interested in this opportunity, please
contact the ISGF World Bureau.

More funds are needed to achieve our two main goals, please sell the pins and the badges in your country.
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ISGF WORLD CONFERENCE
The 28th ISGF World Conference will
take place from 09th to 14th October
2017 in Bali, Indonesia. The Host
Committee has just sent you the
invitation letter, information regarding
the registration, visa application,
customs regulations and the brochure.
All the information provided by
Indonesia and the World Conference
paperwork issued by the World Bureau
will be sent by email to National
President, International Secretaries,
Regional and Sub regional Committees
and contact persons of the Central
Branch groups. But we invite you to visit
the ISGF website on a regular basis to
ensure that you have not missed an
important communication.

From left to right : Djoko Hardono- Chairman Host
Committee ; Herry Koestati- Treasurer Hipprada ;
Mida Rodrigues – Chairman ISGF WCom ; Cécile
Bellet – SG of ISGF ; Anthony Florizoone –
Treasurer of ISGF

From 14th to 17th November, an ISGF
delegation composed of Mida
Rodrigues (Chairman of the ISGF
WCom),
Cécile Bellet
(ISGF
Secretary General) and Anthony
Florizoone (ISGF treasurer) paid a
working visit to the Indonesian Host
Committee in Bali during which they
were
able
to
assess
the
preparations, exchange comments
and offer advice. It was a fruitful
meeting, which portends an excellent
World Conference.

SUPPORT AND BE
PREPARED FOR
THE ISGF BOOK OF PROJECTS:
Each NSGF and CB group will be invited to
submit a project carried-out at the national
level to be included in this book. It will be the
final element of ‘Our kit’ . A form will be sent
to National Presidents, International
Secretaries and Contact persons of CB
groups in this regard. So share your project
with the ISGF and contribute to the visibility
of your NSGF.

THE FORUM ON INTERCULTURAL
DIALOGUE and the BALI ISGF
DECLARATION:
To define the role of NSGFs in promoting
dialogue within and between cultures,
ethnics, and religions.
To address good practices and to explore
social/education/cultural-based approaches
to prevent violent extremism.
To establish of a network and ways of
cooperation with other stakeholders.
Any NSGF willing to recommend Experts
and/or Speakers are invited to contact the
ISGF World bureau

ISGF VISIT TO UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
On the way to Indonesia, the ISGF delegation
composed by Mida Rodrigues (Chairman of the
World Committee), Cécile Bellet (Secretary
General) and Anthony Florizoone (Tresurer) paid a
visit to the United Emirates Arab members.
During two days, the delegation at the invitation of
the UAE Scout Pioneers Committee had a very full
program and was always accompanied by the
Secretary General/International Secretary Dr.
Ahmed Thani Al Dosari and other members of the
committee.
Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan , Minister
of Culture and Knowleddge Development welcomed in his palace the ISGF and Scout Pioneers delegation, praising the ISGF role in
strengthening cooperation among various states, as well as spreading the culture of friendship and tolerance among nations to create
conscious and enlightened generations and offered us lunch.
The Sharjah Scout Comission organised a ceremony that included performances, heritage exhibition and scout show displaying of old
photos from 1954 to 2016 and ended with the presentation of gifts and a fantastic dinner.
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A working meeting with the UAE Scout Pioneers Committee executive Board, headed by the Chairman Dr. Abdulla Al Mashrakh, to discuss
the last details of the committee’s membership to ISGF and other topics of interest to the UAE Pioneers.
Visits to the most important landmarks of four of the Emirates, sound and light in Khalifa Tower, ancestral handicrafts at the traditional
heritage foundation and taste of the different traditional meals.
Thank you the UAE Pioneers and ISGF is looking forward to accept you as full member at the next World Conference in Bali 2017.

ISGF Prominently Visible at the 14th Regional Western Hemisphere
Conference of WAGGGS in Curacao from 18th to 22nd July 2016
On request of the local MO of WAGGGS (AGPNA), ISGF World Committee Member – Verna Lopez- accepted to be part of the planning
team as Conference Director.
Verna commented that this was a great experience and the interrelation was a very good example of our commitment to ““actively support
the WAGGGS and WOSM member organizations in their communities, countries and worldwide”.
During the Regional market, the local ISGF members Lygia Da Costa Gomez and Solange Lopez helped Verna with distribution of ISGF
leaflets, stickers, business cards and also with the display of ISGF pins, flag, jubilee pins and badges.

An impression on the pictures:

Read more about ISGF Regions…
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News from the Regions
AFRICA
Postponement of the 5th Africa Region Conference
By Henry Lukwele, Chairman Africa Region Committee
Please be informed that the 5th ISGF -Africa Conference which was supposed to be held from the 25th to 30th November 2016 in Burkina
Faso, has been postponed to early next year 2017.
The conference will now be held from February 24th to 1st March 2017 in Burkina Faso. We regret the postponement, which was done in
order to accommodate some late entries so that we can have a successful conference.
It is also in the spirit of allowing all those of you who did not manage to register for the conference to do so now! The registration has been
extended to 24th January 2017.
Please support ISGF Africa Region by registering immediately. We look forward to seeing you in Burkina Faso.

ARAB
28th Arab Scout Conference – Muscat – Oman
6-9 November 2016
At the 28e Arab Scout Conference, ISGF
was represented by Wahid LABIDI and the
Arab Union of Scout and Guide Pioneers
by Mohamed JARRAYA, Youssef

DANDAN and Essia FATHALLAH. More
information available on the ISGF
website.

EUROPE
News from France – 9th ISGF European Conference
Martine Levy –Host Committee

The 9th ISGF European Region Conference was held from 11 to 15 September 2016 in Tours, France.
Approximately 150 participants from 27 mainly European countries; Nepal, Benin and Libya were represented
Statutory elements, conferences on Touraine and Tours, on Scouting and Peace 100 years after the First World War, on Saint Martin have
succeeded one another.
A new Europe Committee was elected, chaired by Doris Stockman of Finland.
The next European Conference will be held in 2019
in Bremen, Germany.
The excursions during the Conference and after the
Conference allowed the participants to visit the
Châteaux de la Loire, all listed as World Heritage
Sites by UNESCO.
It was a great conference on which you can find
more information by going to the ISGF website
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News from Italy - THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MASCI
Franco Vecchiocattivi – Chairman of SESR
Every three years, MASCI, the NSGF of Italy, meets in a national conference, and in
such a meeting, there is the opportunity for discussing the working program for the
next three years and to renew the general charges of the association. This time the
national conference has been held in Assisi from 28 to 30 October 2016 with more
than 1000 participants.
The three days conference has been very intense and we hope productive for the life
of MASCI. Sonia Mondin and Luigi Cioffi have been reconfirmed as National
President and National Secretary respectively.
Unfortunately, during the conference, in the morning of October 30, there was a pretty
strong earthquake, clearly felt by all people attending the meeting. The conference
did not stop, but continued at open air, in a main square. This earthquake was one of
a long series of seismic events that started in that region of Italy on August 24 and
caused till today about three hundred victims and many destructions. The quakes are
still active.

Support to victims of
hearthquakes in Italy
About donations for helping people who
suffer for the central Italy earthquake,
MASCI has encharged of managing all
collected funds the non-profit scout
association ECCOMI.
As all non-profit organizations, ECCOMI
is monitored by the State and can insure
a clean and transparent procedure (see
also the web site: eccomi.org):
Associazione di volontariato ECCOMI
ONLUS
BANCA POPOLARE ETICA - AGENZIA
DI ROMA
IBAN: IT77Q0501803200000000118601
BIC: CCRTIT2T84A

This national conference was the busiest in the history of MASCI. He had
never seen such a large number of participants. During the conference,
some greeting messages were read. One was from Mida Rodrigues, the
President of the ISGF World Committee, and one from Doris Stockmann,
President of the ISGF Europe Region.

News from Slovenia - A visit….
Tatjana Rojko – International Secretary
This year in May, Slovenia had visitors from Austria. Fellowship of the Austrian Adult
Scouts from Graz had a trip through our country and visited four of our beautiful cities.
The first city was Maribor, where their Adult Scouts welcome them and shown them the
old part of the city and then they drove with a boat on the river Drava. After that, they
had to say good-bye, because they continued their trip to the oldest town of Slovenia,
to Ptuj. Fellowship of the Adult Scouts welcome them and they spent the evening
together. After dinner, they shared their experiences, work and lifestyles as Scouts. The
next day they had a sightseeing tour through Ptuj and so their trip continued to Celje.
The Adult Scouts from Celje shown them their beautiful town and spent the day in small
talks and sharing of interesting things about the scout’s life. The next day the Austrian
Scouts drove to the capital city of Slovenia-Ljubljana. There they met fellowship Of the
Adult Scouts from Ljubljana and our President of the Adult Scouts of Slovenia. They had a sightseeing tour and they saw a lot of interesting
things. After Lunch of national food, the Slovenian Scouts prepared the Holly Mess in the nature, because Scouts love and live with the
nature. The time passed and the Austrian Scouts had to return to their Country. Through their journey, they saw a lot of cultural and spiritual
monuments, churches and buildings, ate national and traditional food, but the most important of all, they got new brothers and sisters from
Slovenia. We are happy about that, too, because new friendships were born and we will
keep in touch.
Slovenia is a beautiful small Country in Europe with a big heart and lots of Scouts.
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News from Germany – Celebration!!
Angela Dernbach- Europe Committee member

Celebration of our 50
years Central Branch
Germany
2017

Further information: Angela Dernbach, Hoxfelder Weg 12a, 46325 Borken, Germany
E-Mail: angela.dernbach@versanet.de
www.zentralgilde-online.de
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News from Portugal – Forum of the Fraternidade de Nuno Álvares-FEGA-Portugal
Antonio Fontinha –International Secretary
The Fraternity of Nuno Álvares – FEGA - Portugal has organized
a Forum in Porto with the participation of more than 150 associate
members. The purpose of the Forum was a reflection on the
Method of Scouting / Guiding Adults, in the context of the current
society and above all the way of living the values and the
principles of the law of the Scout Guide, leading to "Leaving the
Better World" by giving the example of serving at all times.

Among the guests, were delegations from both the Adult Scout /
Guides' Associations, the National Chief of Youth Scouts - CNE,
the International Secretary of ISGF - Spain, the Chairperson of the
ISGF World Committee, and the Bishop of Portalegre e Castelo
Branco - Mgr. Antonino Dias - Member of the Episcopal
Conference for Laic Movements.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
News from Suriname - The 1st Western Hemisphere Conference
Vanessa Hoogenbergen - Chairman of WH Region committee

The 1st Western Hemisphere Conference, organized by the “Paveurs” group, took place in Paramaribo, Suriname from September 3-7,
2016, with 90 participants, members from 10 countries: Aruba, Brazil, Chile, Curaçao, Haïti, Netherlands, Spain, Suriname, Uruguay and
USA.
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The next WH Conference will be held in New York, USA in September
2019 hosted by CASEGHA/USA group.
During the Conference, the ISGF Western Hemisphere Region was
officially set up.

The election of its first Regional Committee was held and is composed
by 4 members:
Vanessa Hoogenbergen (Curacao) Chairwoman
Richard Moore (USA) - Vice-Chairman
Alberto Zambrana (Uruguay) - Secretary
Marcos Clayton Pessoa (Brazil) –
Treasurer.

Delegation of Curacao

This committee has a monthly Skype meeting.
Also the Memorandum of Understanding for the Western Hemisphere Region has been approved during this Conference.

News from Chile, Uruguay, Brazil, Argentina, Curacao
Vanessa Hoogenbergen - Chairman of WH Region committee

CHILE
On August 13, 2016, the CB group “Club Antiguos Scout y Guias
Valparaiso” from Chile elected a new board of directors for the period
2016-2018.
The chairman Jorge Patricio Araya has been replaced by Bernardo
Herrera Latorre.

Bernardo Herrea Latorre

URUGUAY
On September 17 and 18, 2016, more than 700 scouts from Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay
participated in the 6th EN.I.ESC (Encuentro de Integración Scout).
This event took place in Las Canas, Uruguay. Members from the CB group Fraternidad de
Antiguos Scouts y Guias del Uruguay (FASGU) joined this event and supported them in many
ways.

6th EN.I.EST

BRAZIL
On October 8, 2016, the ”Grupo Escoteiro do Ar Pinto Martins” from Brasil celebrated their 50th Anniversary. The treasurer of the WHRC
Marcos Clayton Pessoa is one of the leaders
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ARGENTINA
On October 30, 2016, during the biennial meeting of the group “Scouts y Guias Adultos de
Argentina” (SGAA) a new board of directors was elected. The Chairman Omar Coppa has
been replaced by Nélida Leonor Gomèz.

Nélida Leonor Gomèz

CURACAO
The NSGF group “Copernicia” from Curaçao gave a presentation about their participation at
the 1st Western Hemisphere Conference with an exposition of products and souvenirs of
Suriname.
During their meetings, they have had lectures about Alzheimer, Intestinal cancer.
On Fellowship day they had a celebration with campfire entitled “Good Old Times with all
head on fire”.

ASIA PACIFIC

The Region will organise a workshop from 20th
January 2017 to 22nd January 2017 in Kuala lumpur,
Malaysia. The theme is “Regional Development
Plan”.
For further information :

http://www.isgf.org/index.php/en/regions/aspac/1010-asia-pacific-workshop-open-for-registration

